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Small 
beginnings.
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History of the Museum
The Museum @ Te Ahu (formerly known as the Far North 
Regional Museum) holds a remarkable collection. Its purpose  
is to illuminate the stories and histories of the Far North (Te Hiku  
o te Ika) of New Zealand. Treasures among the pre-European 
Māori collection include pounamu, early carvings and the 500 
year-old skeletal remains of the extinct kuri (Polynesian dog).

Other major themes are gum digging and the 
Dalmatians, kauri gum and timber, early shipwrecks 
and missionary pioneers.

The museum has a large archives collection - 
documents, journals, newspapers, maps and 
photographs from the extensive Northwood 
Collection. It is the proud home of the first 
European item left in New Zealand, the mighty  
de Surville anchor.

On Friday 18 October 1940, the Centennial 
Memorial Library and Rest Room was officially 
opened by the Hon. W.E. Parry, Minister of Internal 
Affairs. Funded by public subscription and 
government subsidy, the building was the district’s 
New Zealand Centennial Memorial.

By 1967, the library had outgrown the premises  
and as interest in establishing a museum grew,  
a suggestion was put to the council that the old 
library building would be suitable as a repository  
to house artefacts and documents relating to our 
Far North people and district. The council agreed, 
providing funds were raised by the public to 
relocate the library and establish a museum.

Fundraising commenced in 1968 when Ivan 
Berghan, County Chairman, and Des Bell, Mayor, 
formally made donations. Foundation Memberships 
were available to the public for $100, and Life 
Membership for $20. Generous financial support 
came from the regional councils, private donations 
and public fund-raising events.
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As part of the Queen Carnival, a ‘mini museum’ was set up on the top floor of Vegar’s Drapery Store where 
Arthur Northwood’s Collection of over 400 photographs were displayed for the first time. As interest grew 
to establish a museum, the committee received numerous donations of display items for the exhibits.

The Far North  
Regional Museum  

opened in  
December 1969.

Our Far North history, in New Zealand terms, begins very early with the arrival of the French explorer  
Jean-François-Marie de Surville in Doubtless Bay in 1769. Thirty years later, whaling ships were dropping 
anchor in Mangonui Harbour. The settlement of an Anglican Mission Station in 1834 and a thriving industry 
of kauri timber spars, flax and kauri gum all contributed to a robust community.

The discovery of the de Surville anchor in 1974 provided a major boost of publicity for the museum and a new 
addition was added to the old building to house the anchor, discovered by Mike Bearsley, and the growing 
collection.

From 1976 to 1985, Judy Evans was custodian and ran the Tourist Information Centre operating from the 
museum, assisted by an enthusiastic team of volunteers. During the 1980s, Olwyn Ramsey, recognising the 
need to collect historical documents about the district and its people, established the archives within the 
museum.

In 1985, archives became an important part of the museum and over the past 25 years have become  
a comprehensive asset.

In 2006, the concept of bringing all Far North District Council amenities under one roof was envisaged.  
The new community centre, named Te Ahu, was completed in 2011 - incorporating the i-Site Visitor  
Centre, Library, Cinema, Café, Auditorium, Council Service Centre and Far North Regional Museum  
(Te Ahu Heritage).

In 2012, the museum and archives relocated to the new Te Ahu Centre and  
Museum @ Te Ahu was born.
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The museum and archives are administered under the guidance of the 
Far North Regional Museum Trust and staffed by a full time Curator  

and part time Museum assistant - ably assisted  
by an enthusiastic team of volunteers.

Bronwyn  
Bauer-Hunt 

Chair

David Senior
Deputy Chair

Hone Walsh
Te Runanga o Te Rarawa 

representative

Sheryl 
Bainbridge

Te Hiku  
Community Board 

representative

Sarah Wale

Trustee

David Russell
Trustee

Current trustees
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We’re 
going 
places.
Want  
to come 
with us?
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An introduction to this strategy
It’s so easy for a strategy document to feel bland, dry, lifeless – 
even with the best intentions. And so we present this strategy to 
you, personally, from us, personally. Because while the museum 
has four walls, it is people who imbue it with mauri – people today, 
people from the past whose lives are represented through the 
taonga we hold, and people who aren’t here yet, but one day  
will be.

If we want to be different than we’ve been before (and 
we do), we have to behave differently.

So this strategy is the first statement of our bold 
new voice – a museum with a distinct, recognisable 
identity – a museum you can feel truly connected to.

You told us your experiences with museums are 
profound and deeply personal. They’re emotional, 
eye-opening, sentimental, and sometimes 
confronting. There’s no reason for us to present  
a strategy that doesn’t acknowledge that.

So, to our people, to our rohe, and to the world, 
tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa.
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Who we’re  
becoming.
Who  
we are. 
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Who we’re becoming
Our vision is:
To connect the world with the history and culture  
of the Far North, Aotearoa, New Zealand

Who we are
About us and our mission
We are a regional museum with a treasured responsibility to 
house and keep alive the history of our region. But why? Why is 
this so important, and therefore how should we keep making sure 
we’re getting better at doing it, every day?

Museum @ Te Ahu has existed for 51 years, and 
our collective understanding about the role of 
museums of changed dramatically over that time. 
Like the rest of the world, Covid-19 has made us 
think about how important it is that we become 
and stay more connected.

We have a responsibility to become more resilient 
so that the precious history of Te Hiku o Te Ika – 
The Far North – and the learnings woven through 
that history are accessible to our community and 
to the world.

How we roll
Our values
1. Kaitiakitanga – Environmental stewardship 

and sustainability

2. Te Tiriti o Waitangi – Partnership

3. Tū tangata – Strong cultural identities

4. Whanaungatanga – Family, community, 
connecting, and sharing
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How we’ll 
get there.
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Our strategic goals
Both our research and our consultation confirmed loud and clear. 
Museum @ Te Ahu needs to:

1. Collaborate and respond

2. Sustain ourselves financially (and become resilient)

3. Enrich our collections

4. Go digital – both in the building and online

5. Make our physical spaces bigger and better

6. Be a hive of learning, discovering, and creating

The following pages dive deeper into how we’ll achieve each of 
these goals (our strategic objectives). We still need to build action 
plans that will bring each objective to life. We’ll do that once we’ve 
consulted on and finalised the strategy. 
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Strategic goal 1:  
Collaborate and respond
We will be more connected with our community. We commit to 
iwi partnerships, strategic alliances, and community relationships 
that strengthen our ability to work collaboratively for the benefit 
of our region. Only through partnership and relationship can we 
be a valued community hub, a trusted district museum, and a 
leader in our sector.

1. Apply the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi in our relationships with iwi, hapū, and 
whanau, making sure they are mutually beneficial, especially when it comes to 
caring for and presenting taonga Māori

a. Set up an iwi reference group

b. Embed Te Tiriti o Waitangi into museum policy

c. Work with the iwi of Te Hiku o Te Ika to tell unique iwi stories through physical and digital 
exhibitions

2. Purposefully, strategically, and in an informed way, identify key partnerships with 
community, iwi, funders, local, and central government, industry and sector

a. Create a partnership framework and marketing strategy advancing strategic alliances 

b. Position Museum @ Te Ahu as a regional hub to support other Far North museums

3. Keep ourselves relevant to our communities – local and international – by 
knowing what they want so we can meet their expectations

a. Actively seeking customer and audience feedback so we can keep improving our services

b. Implement the recommendations from the August 2020 Audience report by clearly defining who 
our communities are and what they expect from us

4. Have a stronger, clearer relationship between the Museum Trust Board and  
Far North District Council , so we are more connected, more representative,  
and more engaged and immersed in our roles and responsibilities.

a. Review Trust Deed, MOU, and Collections Policy to ensure they are future focussed and aligned

b. Develop a governance plan with the Trust Board

c. Review and define the catchment area of the museum with stakeholders
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Strategic goal 2:  
Sustain ourselves financially  
(and become resilient)

We will innovate so that Museum @ Te Ahu is more financially 
robust and sustainable. That’s vital so that we can achieve the 
goals defined in this strategy. We need to stay abreast of our 
changeable environment so that we can calculate investment  
and risk, and deliver on value.

1. Increase staffing to achieve strategic outcomes

a. Design a workforce plan so that we have enough (and the right) staff and volunteer support

b. Build a sustainable volunteer workforce

2. Increase revenue by developing a 5 year financial plan

3. Maximise commercial opportunities and fundraising activities 

a. Museum Trust plays an active role in fundraising activities

4. Increase retail opportunities

a. Become a more attractive collaborator with and space for retailers

5. Investigate digital and research revenue stream opportunities

a. Develop the museum’s digital presence and explore potential revenue streams from this offer 

6. Explore opportunities for partnerships with corporate and funding agencies
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Strategic goal 3: 
Enrich our collections
We will build on our already impressive, well-cared-for collections 
for greater access and transparency. We’ll make sure they’re more 
readily available for research, display, and interpretation. 

1. Become recognised as the leading museum collection of Far North history and 
culture in the country

a. Improve our collection development policies, and make sure our collection goals are well defined  
and known in the sector

b. Develop and implement a deselection plan

2. Establish strong collaborative relationships with museums and iwi for the 
repatriation of taonga Māori to the Far North region

a. Working with other museums to facilitate the return of taonga

b. Develop an exceptional collection of Māori taonga

3. Grow the museum’s role as a regional archive

Strategic goal 4: 
Go digital – both in the building  
and online
To better connect and stay connected with our communities,  
we will innovate in digital and emerging technologies. This will keep us 
visible and relevant in a connected digital world. We will be innovative, 
informed, and capable in telling our stories, experiencing our heritage 
and cultures, and creating opportunities for communities to engage 
with the museum.

1. Enhanced museum online presence – access from anywhere, anytime, and through 
multiple channels

a. Develop a digital framework

b. Take advantage of expanding online marketing opportunities

c. Improve our onsite digital customer experience for better collection experiences

d.  Leverage new and emerging skills and technologies with potential digital partners
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Strategic goal 5: 
Make our physical spaces  
bigger and better
We will future-proof the physical museum for the growth of 
collections and audience engagement activities. This will mean we 
can continue to deliver our stories and narratives, increasing the 
joy of visiting the museum, and making the museum experience 
unforgettable.

1. Conduct a feasibility study for growing and extending the museum

a.  Develop a long term facility and business plan that considers opportunities for expansion and 
rationalisation

Strategic goal 6: 
Be a hive of learning,  
discovering, and creating
We will offer fun and engaging experiences for all ages, satisfying 
many different areas of interest.

1. Provide inspiring experiences – plan our learning sessions and resources for kura, 
schools, and adult learning with teachers, making sure we cover the needs of the 
national curriculum

a. Engage with local schools to co-create lessons and sessions to illuminate local Far North history 

b. Work with Te Papa, other museums nearby, community groups, and organised tours to share 
planning and delivery of events across the district

2. Eliminate any barriers to enable access to learning programmes

a.  Develop flexible learning programmes and tailor our sessions to the needs of different groups

b.  Build a relationship with MOE to help eliminate barriers to school children, and support literacy-
based programming

c.  Outreach – take collections and programmes out to remote rural schools

3. Create unforgettable experiences that make a genuine difference to visitors’ lives

a.  Develop a public programming schedule that provides the opportunity for discovery, creativity  
and learning 
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4. Increase the profile of the Museum@Te Ahu as a destination on the tourism map

a. Promote the museum more effectively to the tourism sector

b. Provide experiences that engage and delight tourists to the Far North 

c. Actively work with others to create a localised infrastructure of events, tours, and groups with existing 
activities and innovate for new ones
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Appendices
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All appendices are linked below. They give more background  
into how we created the strategy.

Appendix A: Research and literature review ................................ 20
Appendix B: Raw data from consultation hui  ............................. 39
Appendix C: Far North District Council vision and values  .......... 44
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Museum At Te Ahu Strategy 
Research Phase

Introduction

Museums in general, face many challenges and opportunities, including:

• uncertainty about the future 

• difficulty in getting resources 

• greater competition from other cultural organisations, events and leisure activities 

• higher expectations from visitors 

• greater demands for accountability from local and central government, iwi and community groups, 
and individual supporters. 

Since 1969, the Museum@Te Ahu has been on a voyage of discovery. Generations of committed staff 
and volunteers have helped create a meaningful social and community history of the district. These 
people have collected and stored and displayed in locations across Kaitaia, and finally made landfall in 
Te Ahu, at the heart of the town.

Recently, the expedition was extended by the curatorial team and supported by the Museum Trust. 
Pioneer House was reimagined as a storage space; taonga were cleaned and rehoused. An online access 
point to the collection is being created as we speak; upcoming digitization will lead to an accessible 
visual record. All giant, necessary steps.

However, the Covid-19 restrictions on the world exasperated the need for the Museum at Te Ahu to 
have an overarching strategy that will guide us through rough patches and build resilience.

A strategic plan will help the museum to map out its’ course and anticipate problems and recognise 
opportunities. It has the potential to unite the staff, governing body and supporters behind a clear 
direction; and allocate resources to agreed priorities. Importantly, give evidence of the organisation’s 
commitment, vision and accountability. 

In the initial stages of planning and developing the first high level strategy for the Museum at Te Ahu it 
was considered important to conduct research. 

The research includes,  a scan of the national and international museum environment; systematically 
surveying museums strategic plans and interpreting relevant data against the components of a strategy 
(1) Mission, vision, and aspirations, (2)Core values (3)Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 
(4) Objectives, strategies, and operational tactics (5)Measurements and funding streams. 

In this case an analysis of current strategic documents from 12 museums in Aotearoa, New Zealand and 
5 international museums. 

Secondly, a review of current museum literature sourced from scholarly articles with a focus on: Digital 
services and innovation, public programming, the impact of Covid on museum services and any other 
interesting priorities identified in the literature. 

Finally, to present data on an internal staff SWOT analysis of the current business of the museum. The 
overall purpose of this report is to present the findings of the research. Inevitably, the research will help 
inform the next phase of creating the museum strategy for the Museum at Te Ahu.
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Aotearoa – museum strategies at a glance

Who Type - funding Vision & Mission Goals  
& Aspirations

Priorities  
& objectives

Outcomes  
& operations

Values Financial SWOT & other notes

Auckland Museum Regional -Legislat-
ed, Central, Council 
+ 
Trust+ other

Yes – “Enriching Lives: Inspiring discoveries”(bilingual)
Yes-mission

Rebranded as 
touchstones from 
the museums 20 
year term plan

5 year priorities – 6 
areas of focus

Each area of focus has 
6 expected outcomes 
for the next 5 years

Yes   
Includes 
guiding 
princi-
ples

Comprehensive 
includes finan-
cial forecast, 
current

Yes – presented as status (info) & chal-
lenges

Canterbury Museum Provincial, Legis-
lated
Central, Council + 
Trust

Yes – “Celebrating Canterbury, discovering the world. 
For us and our children after us” (bilingual). No-mis-
sion

Yes- three overar-
ching goals

Under each goal are 
three priorities

Yes – partial, very 
wordy, sometimes not 
clearly defined

Yes Yes but not 
current fore 
casting only

Section on staff – professional and com-
mitted team

Waipu Museum  Private Museum
Trust + other

No – key words throughout document is “imagining 
our future.”

Yes – very broad-
ly written but 
also very narrow 
in focus, new 
museum spaces 
and building

Specific in some ar-
eas but not in all for 
example i.e technol-
ogy and digital not 
mentioned

No – not clear assump-
tions can be made 
what is covered with 
the “imagining our 
future.”

No Yes - Includes fi-
nancial respon-
sibility

Yes, partially - Moving from our colonial 
history quoting the Treaty of Waitangi to 
inform collaboration with their local iwi.
Volunteer group who runs the museum.
Wordy, no vision or mission and values 
makes it a confusing document to read 
and follow. 

MTG Museum  Council No. MTG Hawke’s Bay: Independent Review of opera-
tions and governance. 

Yes – major re-
view of all areas

Recommendations 
going forward

No No No Yes -Swot. Interesting section on Gover-
nance and Management Reform as this is 
fully funded by the council.

Otago Museum  Regional, Legis-
lated
Central, Council + 
Trust + other

Yes - vision “Awaken wonder, curiosity, and under-
standing in our world” (bilingual)
Yes- mission

Yes- three overar-
ching goals

Only one strate-
gic development 
included

No Yes No  Clear goals and priorities, clear state-
ment of intent and includes a copy of the 
Otago Museum Trust Board Act 1996

Tairawhiti (Gisborne) Regional, Council + 
Trust

No. 3 year business plan. No 8 Business Objec-
tives

Yes. No Yes – clear con-
cise current and 
forecast

Highly structured and multiple tiered 
governance emphasis on partnerships 
and supporting arts and culture 

Pataka (Porirua) Council Yes. ”Is recognised internationally as an industry lead-
er in contemporary Maori, Pacific and Aotearoa NZ 
arts, culture and heritage.” (not bilingual)

Yes. Not very 
clear.

Four key strategic 
priorities

Yes No No Interesting to note has a focus on envi-
ronmental as a strategic priority

Southland  Regional
Council

Purpose: “We activate touchpoints; people engage, 
connect and step up” (no bilingual) Yes -mission

Yes – 8 clear 
areas of improve-
ment

Four key objectives Yes. Specific measure-
ments.

Yes Yes - current Includes a mission statement, values.

Whakatane Museum Council Yes - vision. “..is to learn from the past, engage with 
the present and inspire the future by preserving, pro-
tecting and promoting the social, cultural, natural and 
artistic heritage of the Whakatane District and rohe 
o Mataatua, in ways that increase knowledge, enrich 
the spirit, engage the mind and stimulate the senses. “ 
(not bilingual). Yes-mission.

Yes – branded as 
8 objectives

Yes – many for each 
objective.

Yes as performance 
indicators.

No No Includes environmental context

Nelson Museum Regional
Council + Trust

Yes. Purpose: “To care for, strengthen and make 
widely accessible the taonga and heritage collections 
of Nelson Tasman; and to created unforgettable 
experiences that stimulate awareness, celebrate 
diversity, excite action and entertain.” (not bilingual) 
Yes - mission

Yes – branded 
as 5 strategic 
objectives

Yes Yes followed by KPI’s Yes Comprehensive 
financial break-
down current 
and forecasted

Activities are clear and measured

Motat Council Yes. “To be the “must experience” museum that uses 
past, present and future Kiwi technology and ingenu-
ity to educate & inspire the innovators of tomorrow.” 
– (bilingual) Yes-mission

Yes – branded 
as 5 strategic 
objectives

Yes – clearly defined No Yes No Includes values

Wanganui Regional 
Museum 

Council + Trust Yes. “Aotearoa New Zealand’s most welcoming and 
relevant whare taonga” No-mission

Yes 7 clearly de-
fined as actions

Yes – tracking yearly Yes No Yes, very partial 
forecasting only

Branded Wanganui Whare Taonga – not 
museum, 

https://bit.ly/30gQI8E 
https://bit.ly/3icnj5F 
https://bit.ly/3kUVReH 
https://bit.ly/347Y13P 
https://bit.ly/2S6UltA 
https://bit.ly/30joMRC 
https://bit.ly/33ce8hq
https://bit.ly/3jeTGST 
https://bit.ly/33dcOL7 
https://bit.ly/33bA3W7 
https://bit.ly/36fCby0
https://bit.ly/3jk0wX6 
https://bit.ly/3jk0wX6 
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Aotearoa – museum strategies at a glance

Who Type - funding Vision & Mission Goals  
& Aspirations

Priorities  
& objectives

Outcomes  
& operations

Values Financial SWOT & other notes

Auckland Museum Regional -Legislat-
ed, Central, Council 
+ 
Trust+ other

Yes – “Enriching Lives: Inspiring discoveries”(bilingual)
Yes-mission

Rebranded as 
touchstones from 
the museums 20 
year term plan

5 year priorities – 6 
areas of focus

Each area of focus has 
6 expected outcomes 
for the next 5 years

Yes   
Includes 
guiding 
princi-
ples

Comprehensive 
includes finan-
cial forecast, 
current

Yes – presented as status (info) & chal-
lenges

Canterbury Museum Provincial, Legis-
lated
Central, Council + 
Trust

Yes – “Celebrating Canterbury, discovering the world. 
For us and our children after us” (bilingual). No-mis-
sion

Yes- three overar-
ching goals

Under each goal are 
three priorities

Yes – partial, very 
wordy, sometimes not 
clearly defined

Yes Yes but not 
current fore 
casting only

Section on staff – professional and com-
mitted team

Waipu Museum  Private Museum
Trust + other

No – key words throughout document is “imagining 
our future.”

Yes – very broad-
ly written but 
also very narrow 
in focus, new 
museum spaces 
and building

Specific in some ar-
eas but not in all for 
example i.e technol-
ogy and digital not 
mentioned

No – not clear assump-
tions can be made 
what is covered with 
the “imagining our 
future.”

No Yes - Includes fi-
nancial respon-
sibility

Yes, partially - Moving from our colonial 
history quoting the Treaty of Waitangi to 
inform collaboration with their local iwi.
Volunteer group who runs the museum.
Wordy, no vision or mission and values 
makes it a confusing document to read 
and follow. 

MTG Museum  Council No. MTG Hawke’s Bay: Independent Review of opera-
tions and governance. 

Yes – major re-
view of all areas

Recommendations 
going forward

No No No Yes -Swot. Interesting section on Gover-
nance and Management Reform as this is 
fully funded by the council.

Otago Museum  Regional, Legis-
lated
Central, Council + 
Trust + other

Yes - vision “Awaken wonder, curiosity, and under-
standing in our world” (bilingual)
Yes- mission

Yes- three overar-
ching goals

Only one strate-
gic development 
included

No Yes No  Clear goals and priorities, clear state-
ment of intent and includes a copy of the 
Otago Museum Trust Board Act 1996

Tairawhiti (Gisborne) Regional, Council + 
Trust

No. 3 year business plan. No 8 Business Objec-
tives

Yes. No Yes – clear con-
cise current and 
forecast

Highly structured and multiple tiered 
governance emphasis on partnerships 
and supporting arts and culture 

Pataka (Porirua) Council Yes. ”Is recognised internationally as an industry lead-
er in contemporary Maori, Pacific and Aotearoa NZ 
arts, culture and heritage.” (not bilingual)

Yes. Not very 
clear.

Four key strategic 
priorities

Yes No No Interesting to note has a focus on envi-
ronmental as a strategic priority

Southland  Regional
Council

Purpose: “We activate touchpoints; people engage, 
connect and step up” (no bilingual) Yes -mission

Yes – 8 clear 
areas of improve-
ment

Four key objectives Yes. Specific measure-
ments.

Yes Yes - current Includes a mission statement, values.

Whakatane Museum Council Yes - vision. “..is to learn from the past, engage with 
the present and inspire the future by preserving, pro-
tecting and promoting the social, cultural, natural and 
artistic heritage of the Whakatane District and rohe 
o Mataatua, in ways that increase knowledge, enrich 
the spirit, engage the mind and stimulate the senses. “ 
(not bilingual). Yes-mission.

Yes – branded as 
8 objectives

Yes – many for each 
objective.

Yes as performance 
indicators.

No No Includes environmental context

Nelson Museum Regional
Council + Trust

Yes. Purpose: “To care for, strengthen and make 
widely accessible the taonga and heritage collections 
of Nelson Tasman; and to created unforgettable 
experiences that stimulate awareness, celebrate 
diversity, excite action and entertain.” (not bilingual) 
Yes - mission

Yes – branded 
as 5 strategic 
objectives

Yes Yes followed by KPI’s Yes Comprehensive 
financial break-
down current 
and forecasted

Activities are clear and measured

Motat Council Yes. “To be the “must experience” museum that uses 
past, present and future Kiwi technology and ingenu-
ity to educate & inspire the innovators of tomorrow.” 
– (bilingual) Yes-mission

Yes – branded 
as 5 strategic 
objectives

Yes – clearly defined No Yes No Includes values

Wanganui Regional 
Museum 

Council + Trust Yes. “Aotearoa New Zealand’s most welcoming and 
relevant whare taonga” No-mission

Yes 7 clearly de-
fined as actions

Yes – tracking yearly Yes No Yes, very partial 
forecasting only

Branded Wanganui Whare Taonga – not 
museum, 

https://bit.ly/30gQI8E 
https://bit.ly/3icnj5F 
https://bit.ly/3kUVReH 
https://bit.ly/347Y13P 
https://bit.ly/2S6UltA 
https://bit.ly/30joMRC 
https://bit.ly/33ce8hq
https://bit.ly/3jeTGST 
https://bit.ly/33dcOL7 
https://bit.ly/33bA3W7 
https://bit.ly/36fCby0
https://bit.ly/3jk0wX6 
https://bit.ly/3jk0wX6 
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International – Museum Strategies At A Glance 

Who Currency Type-
funding

Vision & Mission Goals & 
aspirations

Priorities & 
objectives

Outcomes & 
operations

Values Financial SWOT & other notes

Manchester Museum UK 2015-2018 University of 
Manchester

Yes- “Promoting understanding 
between cultures, working towards a 
sustainable world.” Yes- mission

Yes explicit in 
the key 
objectives

6 Key objectives Yes 3-5 per objective Yes No Strong branding and marketing focus and 
language “hipster”. Includes personality, 
positioning, offer and the big idea. Savy.

Ontario Museum CAN Unknown- 
2025

State 
government

Yes “Museums are relevant to 
contemporary society in Ontario. They 
engage their communities, stakeholders, 
the public in developing and delivering 
their work. Museums provide welcoming 
spaces for rich layered experiences and 
opportunities for lifelong learning.” 
Yes-mission.

Yes-there are 
four goals

No Yes for each goals No No Task force consultation document – clear 
plan of attack

Western Australian Museum AUS 2014-2025 Central and 
state govt

Yes-“To be excellent and vibrant 
Museum, valued and used by all 
Western Australians and admired and 
visited by the world.”

Yes-mission.

Yes – branded 
as 
organisational 
priorities x5

Yes branded as 
aims x 5-7 per

Yes – clear measures 
for each one per year

Yes No Strong emphasis on First peoples 
acknowledgement and integral indigenous 
partnership to future museum.

Museums Victoria AUS 2017-2025 Central govt Yes- “People enriched by wondrous 
discovery and trusted knowledge, 
society compelled to act for a thriving 
future”

Yes-mission.

Yes- branded as 
transformational 
themes x 3

Yes-5 objectives Yes – five per objective Yes No Includes mission and values – clearly 
identifies that this plan is a major change 
transformational document. First peoples 
acknowledged and reflected in strategy. 

National Museum Indian American US 2017-2021 Federal 
(central) via 
the 
Smithsonian 
Institution 

Statement of Intent: “advancing 
knowledge and understanding of the 
Native cultures past, present and future 
through partnership with Native people 
and others. The museum works to 
support the continuance of culture, 
traditional values, and transitions in 
contemporary Native life.” 

Yes-mission.

See statement 
of intent

Yes- 4. Yes. 4-7 outcomes for 
each priority.

No No National museum yet it’s part of the 
federal funded Smithsonian. No values 
included.

Highlights - themes
Vision
A vision statement is the anchor point of any strategic plan. It 
outlines what an organization would like to ultimately achieve and 
gives purpose to the existence of the organization. A good vision 
statement should be short, simple, specific to your business, 
leaving nothing open to interpretation.

From the 18 strategies 16 documents included a Vision statement, Statement of Intent or Purpose 
Statements varying from one sentence long to a paragraph. Those museums who had very wordy vision 
statements did not have mission statements. 4 museums in Aotearoa used Te Reo Maori especially in the 
translating of the vision, mission and value sections. 

Nelson Museum “To care for, strengthen and make widely accessible the taonga and heritage collections of 
Nelson Tasman; and to created unforgettable experiences that stimulate awareness, celebrate diversity, excite 
action and entertain” – too wordy, not clear enough, confusing in parts – I don’t feel included in this vision

https://bit.ly/3cG1yKq 
https://bit.ly/3i9lhDu 
https://bit.ly/3jg0rUm
https://bit.ly/2S9gVlp 
https://s.si.edu/33djhWp
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International – Museum Strategies At A Glance 

Who Currency Type-
funding

Vision & Mission Goals & 
aspirations

Priorities & 
objectives

Outcomes & 
operations

Values Financial SWOT & other notes

Manchester Museum UK 2015-2018 University of 
Manchester

Yes- “Promoting understanding 
between cultures, working towards a 
sustainable world.” Yes- mission

Yes explicit in 
the key 
objectives

6 Key objectives Yes 3-5 per objective Yes No Strong branding and marketing focus and 
language “hipster”. Includes personality, 
positioning, offer and the big idea. Savy.

Ontario Museum CAN Unknown- 
2025

State 
government

Yes “Museums are relevant to 
contemporary society in Ontario. They 
engage their communities, stakeholders, 
the public in developing and delivering 
their work. Museums provide welcoming 
spaces for rich layered experiences and 
opportunities for lifelong learning.” 
Yes-mission.

Yes-there are 
four goals

No Yes for each goals No No Task force consultation document – clear 
plan of attack

Western Australian Museum AUS 2014-2025 Central and 
state govt

Yes-“To be excellent and vibrant 
Museum, valued and used by all 
Western Australians and admired and 
visited by the world.”

Yes-mission.

Yes – branded 
as 
organisational 
priorities x5

Yes branded as 
aims x 5-7 per

Yes – clear measures 
for each one per year

Yes No Strong emphasis on First peoples 
acknowledgement and integral indigenous 
partnership to future museum.

Museums Victoria AUS 2017-2025 Central govt Yes- “People enriched by wondrous 
discovery and trusted knowledge, 
society compelled to act for a thriving 
future”

Yes-mission.

Yes- branded as 
transformational 
themes x 3

Yes-5 objectives Yes – five per objective Yes No Includes mission and values – clearly 
identifies that this plan is a major change 
transformational document. First peoples 
acknowledged and reflected in strategy. 

National Museum Indian American US 2017-2021 Federal 
(central) via 
the 
Smithsonian 
Institution 

Statement of Intent: “advancing 
knowledge and understanding of the 
Native cultures past, present and future 
through partnership with Native people 
and others. The museum works to 
support the continuance of culture, 
traditional values, and transitions in 
contemporary Native life.” 

Yes-mission.

See statement 
of intent

Yes- 4. Yes. 4-7 outcomes for 
each priority.

No No National museum yet it’s part of the 
federal funded Smithsonian. No values 
included.

Auckland Museum and Motat’s vision and overall strategic document are standouts in the group:

• Concise and understandable language made them a pleasure to read and remember

• Vision, mission and values hit the mark – inspirational, interesting, emotive

• Use of good marketing tools is evident – solid imagery, good structure, not too wordy or too simple

• Great narrative – they provide enough information to anchor the document and capture the interest 
of the reader

Auckland Museum - Enriching Lives: Inspiring discoveries.

Motat - To be the “must experience” museum that uses past, present and future Kiwi technology and 
ingenuity to educate & inspire the innovators of tomorrow.

Recommendation: Chris and Whina to analyse data from 
research, data gathered from workshops and with support from 
strategy contractors to come up with a vision.

https://bit.ly/3cG1yKq 
https://bit.ly/3i9lhDu 
https://bit.ly/3jg0rUm
https://bit.ly/2S9gVlp 
https://s.si.edu/33djhWp
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Values
Core values are what support the vision of your company and 
help shape its culture. They are the essence of the company’s 
identity – their principles, beliefs and philosophies. 

From the 18 strategies only 9 museums had values included in their documents. Of the 9 museums, 7 
are council operated and 4 of those museums applied the overarching values of the council.

Recommendation: As part of the workshop test the FNDC 
council values with participants but have no commitment to 
endorse the council values. (Chris can you check these please)

• Manawatopu:  Unity of purpose and working together

• Kaitiakitanga:  Environmental stewardship and sustainability

• Mana tangata:  Respect and fairness

• Te Tiriti o Waitangi:  Partnership

• Tu tangata:  Strong cultural identities

• Whanaungatanga:  Family, community , connecting and sharing

Mission
A mission statement is a short statement of why an organization exists, what its overall goal is, 
identifying the goal of its operations: what kind of product or service it provides, its primary customers 
or market, and its geographical region of operation. It may include a short statement of such 
fundamental matters as the organization’s values or philosophies, a business’s main competitive 
advantages, or a desired future state—the “vision”. 

Museums Aotearoa Te Tari o Ngā Whare Taonga o Te Motu, The Museums of New Zealand Inc, recognises 
the 2007 International Council of Museums (ICOM) definition of a museum as a foundation statement: 

A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, 
open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and 
intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.

Recommendation: Chris and Whina analyse data from research, 
workshops and with support from strategy contractors to come 
up with a mission but prior to passing it on to writer

Goals
A goal is an idea of the future or desired result that are specific and relevant and the museum plans 
for it and commits to achieving that goal. Only 1 of the 18 strategies did not have goals outlined in their 
strategic document generally, those goals were spread over 1-5 years, dependent on the currency of the 
strategic plan. 

Recommendation: Share these themes with the workshop 
participants

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_(economics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning
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Top 6 Goals & Aspirations 
highlighted in order

Outcomes and objectives 

Collaboration with others: 

Embedding the Treaty of Waitangi 
(unique to Aotearoa\NZ)

Greater community engagement

Be audience and community centric

Involving tangata whenua in all aspects of museum business 
(NZ\AUS\USA\CAN)

Strategic alliances forged, Community support and champions 
identified and contributing 

Valued community resource, keeping relevant to audience 
expectations 

Financially sustainable museum  Improved standard of governance, Sustainable staffing, 
Increasing revenue

Deliver value for money, Maximise commercial opportunities 
and fundraising activities 

Collection enrichment & enhancement Greater access, research and interpretation of the collections

Collections are cared for - kaitiakitanga and stewardship 

Expanded use of technology Enhance museum online presence, Levering skills and 
technology, Marketing opportunities, Keeping relevant with 
changing technologies 

Increased physical museum space

Building and infrastructure

Deliver our stories and narratives increase the joy of visiting the 
museum, Enhancing audience museum experience 

Hub of learning (education) Reduce any barriers to enable access to our learning 
programmes

Provide Inspiring experiences

Working with schools to develop programmes

Engage on upper level of education in the design of 
programmes

7 out of 18 museums acknowledged tangata whenua(NZ\AUS\CAN\USA) in the context of building mutual 
beneficial relationships to enrich the museums. Aotearoa NZ museums recognised the Treaty of Waitangi 
especially in building relationships with tangata whenua in all levels of the museum, and that 
acknowledgement is captured mostly in the relationship and collaboration with communities.

Maori as a people are not part of the diversity conversation, as a people they are part of the partnership 
conversation which is explicitly written in the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi Act, 1975.

Governance restructuring was also mentioned in 4 museum strategies in Aotearoa\NZ.
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Museum swot
SWOT developed by the Manager of Libraries and Museum, and the Curator

SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Your advantages 
- Great collection 
- Collection broadness 
- Professional when compared with other local museums 
- Regional focus 
- Archival holdings 
- Research 
- Staffing expertise 
- Relevance for schools 
- Te Ahu is a great centre, attractive for visitors 
- High spec fitout 
- Infrastructure, cataloguing, digitization being done 
- Positive community relationship 
- Fundraising capability 
- Regional focus 
- Quality holdings

Areas for improvement 
- Staffing is not adequate to truly activate space 
- Digital presence is sound, but limited 
- Lack of public programming staff 
- Lack of digital staff 
- Collection broadness 
- Limited Maori holdings available to the public – 95% in storage 
- Distance from other Far North centres 
- Limited direct funding for enhancement 
- Tourist market 
- Revenue (from other than entry fee) 
- Low numbers of visitors 
- Lack of clear vision 
- Marketing 
- Storage concerns

- Governance structure needs to be reviewed aligned with the requirements of the strategic direction

- Permanent display spaces no room to create changing exhibitions or travelling exhibitions

- Stakeholder expectations too high for this small museum

- Marketing and promoting – no one knows where we are

Opportunities Threats

Situations to apply your advantages 
- Covid funding oportunities 
- Beginning of strategic cycle 
- Opportunity to secure LTP funding for Museum out of strategy 
- New NZ history currcilum focus on local history 
- Greater online presence with Vernon 
- Moment to reframe Trust make-up 
- Only Museum in town of this scale 
- Increasing digital development in museum sector 
- Partnership with other Museum or GLAM insitution 
- Retail, merchandising 
- Online research

- Covid extending, forcing closures 
- FNDC/Trust mix, arms length relationship 
- Funding model 
- Digital presence isn’t moving with the changing needs of the audience 
- Uncertain domestic and international tourism market 
- Income streams, funding streams 
- Staffing model, lacks specialists 
- Trust makeup not well positioned for next steps 
- Customer behaviour 
- No succession plan 
- Staff are pulled in multiple directions 
- Failing to adapt to consumer  behaviour, technlogy and curriculum changes 
- Reliance on Council IT
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Museum swot
SWOT developed by the Manager of Libraries and Museum, and the Curator

SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Your advantages 
- Great collection 
- Collection broadness 
- Professional when compared with other local museums 
- Regional focus 
- Archival holdings 
- Research 
- Staffing expertise 
- Relevance for schools 
- Te Ahu is a great centre, attractive for visitors 
- High spec fitout 
- Infrastructure, cataloguing, digitization being done 
- Positive community relationship 
- Fundraising capability 
- Regional focus 
- Quality holdings

Areas for improvement 
- Staffing is not adequate to truly activate space 
- Digital presence is sound, but limited 
- Lack of public programming staff 
- Lack of digital staff 
- Collection broadness 
- Limited Maori holdings available to the public – 95% in storage 
- Distance from other Far North centres 
- Limited direct funding for enhancement 
- Tourist market 
- Revenue (from other than entry fee) 
- Low numbers of visitors 
- Lack of clear vision 
- Marketing 
- Storage concerns

- Governance structure needs to be reviewed aligned with the requirements of the strategic direction

- Permanent display spaces no room to create changing exhibitions or travelling exhibitions

- Stakeholder expectations too high for this small museum

- Marketing and promoting – no one knows where we are

Opportunities Threats

Situations to apply your advantages 
- Covid funding oportunities 
- Beginning of strategic cycle 
- Opportunity to secure LTP funding for Museum out of strategy 
- New NZ history currcilum focus on local history 
- Greater online presence with Vernon 
- Moment to reframe Trust make-up 
- Only Museum in town of this scale 
- Increasing digital development in museum sector 
- Partnership with other Museum or GLAM insitution 
- Retail, merchandising 
- Online research

- Covid extending, forcing closures 
- FNDC/Trust mix, arms length relationship 
- Funding model 
- Digital presence isn’t moving with the changing needs of the audience 
- Uncertain domestic and international tourism market 
- Income streams, funding streams 
- Staffing model, lacks specialists 
- Trust makeup not well positioned for next steps 
- Customer behaviour 
- No succession plan 
- Staff are pulled in multiple directions 
- Failing to adapt to consumer  behaviour, technlogy and curriculum changes 
- Reliance on Council IT
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Literature review 
Identifying objectives and priorities

124 articles were sourced from various international journals online, sample only is presented here 
identifying objectives and priorities after the analysis of strategic documents and the museum SWOT was 
produced. 

Recommendation: Chris and Whina to formalise early 2021

Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Digital innovation Critical Arts V32/3, P 95-110, 
2018

Digital spaces to co-create with users 

Be a content exporter 

Target user preferences online ie user surveillance

Potential to confuse ownership, 
meaning and curatorship with the 
user developing meaning in digital 
isolation

Use social media to create collaborative spaces

Use social media to create collaborative spaces

Needs to be on demand – competing 
with Netflix

Keep control of the aims of the 
museum if outsourcing the tech

Audiences are evolving their digital 
use – need to adapt to meet their 
preference

Arts in America October 2016

Page: 77-81

Mobile devices change user behaviour, our opportunity is 
develop the product that captures them and competes 
effectively with online games and movies

Google project to capture museum 
holdings

Tension between VR and static 
artefacts

Change from printed slips to QR 
codes and selfie spots 
#museumselfieday

US museums have digital directors

Mobile devices have changed user behaviour 

More data analytics available

Can attract new audiences and funding with cutting 
edge digital

Bloomberg philanthropy funds worldwide to 
increase access to cultural artefacts

Get all artefacts online

Issue with Google holding data of 
collections on their servers

Apps track user movements – double 
edged

Web User 27/5/2020 Review of British museums online. Digitise to prepare for 
lockdown

Responding to Covid digitising 
project were pushed forward

Creative commons use-non-commercial  Financially viable to adapt with 
repriotising overall museum 
objectives 

The journal of arts, 
management, law and 
society

V 44:Pg 153-168, 
2014

Open data 
Digital strategy needed 
Publish your collections online 
Better access

Records can get messy and no 
longer are useable without controls 
or limits to community enhancing 
records online

Consider making data of artefacts open access and 
collaborative records where community can add 
tags, narrative

Developing standards for 
collaborative\community contribution 
to artefacts online

CEUR-WS.org Vol.2631, July 
2020

Review of free app resources izi and figma; app design and 
development process

Lack of understanding or expertise  Explore technologies - 3D tours, VR, AR 
GPS Arts and Culture

Financial implications or hidden cost 
in research in development 

Myneworleans.com Pg 8, May 2020 Promotion of virtual collections Audience experience is not realised 
in the digital and physical space 
becomes a competing spaces

Virtual tour of museums 
or special collections, Cemetery tour, oral histories, 
clips

Not considered a good investment
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Digital innovation Critical Arts V32/3, P 95-110, 
2018

Digital spaces to co-create with users 

Be a content exporter 

Target user preferences online ie user surveillance

Potential to confuse ownership, 
meaning and curatorship with the 
user developing meaning in digital 
isolation

Use social media to create collaborative spaces

Use social media to create collaborative spaces

Needs to be on demand – competing 
with Netflix

Keep control of the aims of the 
museum if outsourcing the tech

Audiences are evolving their digital 
use – need to adapt to meet their 
preference

Arts in America October 2016

Page: 77-81

Mobile devices change user behaviour, our opportunity is 
develop the product that captures them and competes 
effectively with online games and movies

Google project to capture museum 
holdings

Tension between VR and static 
artefacts

Change from printed slips to QR 
codes and selfie spots 
#museumselfieday

US museums have digital directors

Mobile devices have changed user behaviour 

More data analytics available

Can attract new audiences and funding with cutting 
edge digital

Bloomberg philanthropy funds worldwide to 
increase access to cultural artefacts

Get all artefacts online

Issue with Google holding data of 
collections on their servers

Apps track user movements – double 
edged

Web User 27/5/2020 Review of British museums online. Digitise to prepare for 
lockdown

Responding to Covid digitising 
project were pushed forward

Creative commons use-non-commercial  Financially viable to adapt with 
repriotising overall museum 
objectives 

The journal of arts, 
management, law and 
society

V 44:Pg 153-168, 
2014

Open data 
Digital strategy needed 
Publish your collections online 
Better access

Records can get messy and no 
longer are useable without controls 
or limits to community enhancing 
records online

Consider making data of artefacts open access and 
collaborative records where community can add 
tags, narrative

Developing standards for 
collaborative\community contribution 
to artefacts online

CEUR-WS.org Vol.2631, July 
2020

Review of free app resources izi and figma; app design and 
development process

Lack of understanding or expertise  Explore technologies - 3D tours, VR, AR 
GPS Arts and Culture

Financial implications or hidden cost 
in research in development 

Myneworleans.com Pg 8, May 2020 Promotion of virtual collections Audience experience is not realised 
in the digital and physical space 
becomes a competing spaces

Virtual tour of museums 
or special collections, Cemetery tour, oral histories, 
clips

Not considered a good investment
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Audience 
engagement 
programming 

Humanities Spring, 37/2 
2016

Big exhibits are out, local needs are in, visitor interaction and 
contribution is in, social channels are essential(two way)

Keeping relevant through changing 
technologies and needs of audience

Shift from big exhibits to digital 
Visitors want to curate own exhibits, share artefacts 
Target local need and target exhibits to that 
need(schools\students)

Programmes lack lustre  
Constant change and development 
needs to part of planning process 
If museum doesn’t engage 
communities risk of communities 
feeling “locked out”

The Clearing House 89, 4-5. Pg 
1`44-152 
2016

Partnerships for education, 
STEAM in museums, build a mini-curriculum around objects

Developing and promoting 
programmes\modules in a bubble.  
Not aligned to communities needs 
esp local school projects\curriculum 

Use STEAM to animate learning 
Use senior students to support 
Join up gallery and museum 
Storytelling and tactile programmes to engage 
senses

Lack of support or a development 
plan for volunteers\students 
Consider awards systems for student 
participation in the education

Advances in social 
science, educations and 
humanities

Vol: 284. Pg 
812-814, 2018.

Youth are disengaged with museums; need to make tech 
interesting for them; go high tech.

Less youth visiting museums post 
IPhone 
Interactivity to get them back 
They don’t engage, including 
interactive displays

There is value for teens in museums, and their 
critical thinking,

Technology gap in low 
socioeconomic communities in the 
Far North. 
Access to free Wifi is key

The STEAM journal Vol:2/2. 
November 2016

Museums without walls engaging millennials in their space Millennials don’t want to participate 
in activities with known or 
predictable outcomes

Visitor predicative (unsure what this means) Risk of increasing the divide between 
the museum and millennials 

Curator The Museum 
Journal

Date: 2018

Page: 525-539. 
61:4

Value: Museum definition

Definition shifts, depending on location, collection, ideology

What is the definition of your museum

Social role of newer museums is 
gaining importance

But this can be overstated

And can’t forget the greater 
historical value

Collections and research define a 
museum

`

Journal of research in 
science teaching

Date: 2006

Page: 2-32

School visits, in person is good, encourage student led, 
teamwork, ask open questions, use plainspeak, active 
learning, team teach 

Traditionally school visits have been teacher led not student 
enquiry

 Value is in personal experiences enhancing learning

Team learning is beneficial

Listening not questioning

Too many closed questions

Need to be: Highly personal and talk 
to life experience of students; allow 
students to be in control if the 
discovery; be socio-culturally 
influenced

Museum staff usually control 
content

Usually a talk to an object

But limited free exploration of 
objects

Experienced staff do make the visit meaningful

Be student centred

Set expectations with groups, don’t let boys rule

Work with teachers where possible, team teach

Museums don’t have a clear picture of 
what to deliver

Using slide presentations, 
worksheets, lectures,, movies (is 14 
years ago)

Too much jargon from guides
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Audience 
engagement 
programming 

Humanities Spring, 37/2 
2016

Big exhibits are out, local needs are in, visitor interaction and 
contribution is in, social channels are essential(two way)

Keeping relevant through changing 
technologies and needs of audience

Shift from big exhibits to digital 
Visitors want to curate own exhibits, share artefacts 
Target local need and target exhibits to that 
need(schools\students)

Programmes lack lustre  
Constant change and development 
needs to part of planning process 
If museum doesn’t engage 
communities risk of communities 
feeling “locked out”

The Clearing House 89, 4-5. Pg 
1`44-152 
2016

Partnerships for education, 
STEAM in museums, build a mini-curriculum around objects

Developing and promoting 
programmes\modules in a bubble.  
Not aligned to communities needs 
esp local school projects\curriculum 

Use STEAM to animate learning 
Use senior students to support 
Join up gallery and museum 
Storytelling and tactile programmes to engage 
senses

Lack of support or a development 
plan for volunteers\students 
Consider awards systems for student 
participation in the education

Advances in social 
science, educations and 
humanities

Vol: 284. Pg 
812-814, 2018.

Youth are disengaged with museums; need to make tech 
interesting for them; go high tech.

Less youth visiting museums post 
IPhone 
Interactivity to get them back 
They don’t engage, including 
interactive displays

There is value for teens in museums, and their 
critical thinking,

Technology gap in low 
socioeconomic communities in the 
Far North. 
Access to free Wifi is key

The STEAM journal Vol:2/2. 
November 2016

Museums without walls engaging millennials in their space Millennials don’t want to participate 
in activities with known or 
predictable outcomes

Visitor predicative (unsure what this means) Risk of increasing the divide between 
the museum and millennials 

Curator The Museum 
Journal

Date: 2018

Page: 525-539. 
61:4

Value: Museum definition

Definition shifts, depending on location, collection, ideology

What is the definition of your museum

Social role of newer museums is 
gaining importance

But this can be overstated

And can’t forget the greater 
historical value

Collections and research define a 
museum

`

Journal of research in 
science teaching

Date: 2006

Page: 2-32

School visits, in person is good, encourage student led, 
teamwork, ask open questions, use plainspeak, active 
learning, team teach 

Traditionally school visits have been teacher led not student 
enquiry

 Value is in personal experiences enhancing learning

Team learning is beneficial

Listening not questioning

Too many closed questions

Need to be: Highly personal and talk 
to life experience of students; allow 
students to be in control if the 
discovery; be socio-culturally 
influenced

Museum staff usually control 
content

Usually a talk to an object

But limited free exploration of 
objects

Experienced staff do make the visit meaningful

Be student centred

Set expectations with groups, don’t let boys rule

Work with teachers where possible, team teach

Museums don’t have a clear picture of 
what to deliver

Using slide presentations, 
worksheets, lectures,, movies (is 14 
years ago)

Too much jargon from guides
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Audience 
engagement 
visitor-centric 

Intercom conference 
proceedings

2006 Measuring the impact of museums on their communities: the 
role of the 21st century museum. : Community impact, 
refreshed services, use by indigenous people, schools, truth, 
present controversy

Functions, events, exhibits create community connection

Allow visitors to respond in some way

Tension between white run 
institutions, and indigenous use

Museum contribute to the stock of social capital

Value in community linkage, Learning opportunities, 
Opportunity to reflect back

Historical marker, Information about indigenous 
culture, Must connect with schools, Opportunity to 
present the truth

Tourism role, Cooperation between cultures, 
Present controversial issues

Don’t just show the surface

Don’t hide the truth

Museum must identify, understand 
and present it’s value proposition in 
the community

Thesis, University of 
South Alabama

2011 Value: User Experience, what users get from museums, 
community value

Community based exhibits encourage community attendance

Public value is increased when relationship between museum 
and visitor reaches reciprocal state

Community get: excitement, morals, 
joy, affirmation, insight, awareness, 
reflection, perspective, cultural 
continuity, community archive, 

Exhibitions they prefer: history, 
local history, military, national 
history, art

Community value comes through: entertainment, 
choices of environment, self-directed learning, work 
experience, civic pride, cultural centre, social 
inclusion, engagement opportunities

Funding is an issue for every small 
museum

Attendance disease = increase in 
numbers but decrease in funds

Consistently deliver on sharing 
authority with communities – 

Community vs vistor (tourism) must 
find an easy balance between the two

Journal of non-profit and 
public sector marketing, 
23

Date: 2011

Page: 71-94

There is a correlation between perceived value for time and 
money and satisfaction

They value: ease of interaction, performance of the 
amenities, and the features of the museum

The exhibitive and custodial aspects are the areas the visitor 
gets moist value from

If there is value and convenience and quality they will return

We need to balance: delivery of quality service, price quality, 
with time and budget

So: understand the customers desired experience and deliver 
it!

Traditionally, preservation of 
objects has superseded  public 
entertainment

However, more marketing is now 
occurring – as a destination space

Museums often return only 5-10% 
of costs through customer 
payments

Competition has grown enormously with other 
forms of entertainment

Despite digital innovation, most visits are still 
traditional ‘passive’ encounters

But each time a customer visits a museum it is a 
new

Better to keep customers than 
constantly seek new ones

Customer behaviour changes when 
life changes: birth, death, work etc

European Journal of 
Marketing

Date: 2000, 34 
3/4

Page: 261-78

Aim for mindfulness not mindlessness

Three frameworks: exhibit; visitor (shopper); setting (holistic)

From user observation, saw that multifaceted exhibits 
stimulated more users

Aim for: mindful activity, involvement and engagement, inner 
reflection and imagination, a variety of stimulus that leads to 
a whole, authenticity

Museums have an elitist consumer 
psychology – customers go to say 
they’ve gone

Can become infotainment if you’re 
not careful

Make it deeper than an amusement park – allow 
customers to reflect and learn, not just experience 
or consume

Consider: cultural identification, theme and story, 
conversation and story building, social interaction

Avoid crowding
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Audience 
engagement 
visitor-centric 

Intercom conference 
proceedings

2006 Measuring the impact of museums on their communities: the 
role of the 21st century museum. : Community impact, 
refreshed services, use by indigenous people, schools, truth, 
present controversy

Functions, events, exhibits create community connection

Allow visitors to respond in some way

Tension between white run 
institutions, and indigenous use

Museum contribute to the stock of social capital

Value in community linkage, Learning opportunities, 
Opportunity to reflect back

Historical marker, Information about indigenous 
culture, Must connect with schools, Opportunity to 
present the truth

Tourism role, Cooperation between cultures, 
Present controversial issues

Don’t just show the surface

Don’t hide the truth

Museum must identify, understand 
and present it’s value proposition in 
the community

Thesis, University of 
South Alabama

2011 Value: User Experience, what users get from museums, 
community value

Community based exhibits encourage community attendance

Public value is increased when relationship between museum 
and visitor reaches reciprocal state

Community get: excitement, morals, 
joy, affirmation, insight, awareness, 
reflection, perspective, cultural 
continuity, community archive, 

Exhibitions they prefer: history, 
local history, military, national 
history, art

Community value comes through: entertainment, 
choices of environment, self-directed learning, work 
experience, civic pride, cultural centre, social 
inclusion, engagement opportunities

Funding is an issue for every small 
museum

Attendance disease = increase in 
numbers but decrease in funds

Consistently deliver on sharing 
authority with communities – 

Community vs vistor (tourism) must 
find an easy balance between the two

Journal of non-profit and 
public sector marketing, 
23

Date: 2011

Page: 71-94

There is a correlation between perceived value for time and 
money and satisfaction

They value: ease of interaction, performance of the 
amenities, and the features of the museum

The exhibitive and custodial aspects are the areas the visitor 
gets moist value from

If there is value and convenience and quality they will return

We need to balance: delivery of quality service, price quality, 
with time and budget

So: understand the customers desired experience and deliver 
it!

Traditionally, preservation of 
objects has superseded  public 
entertainment

However, more marketing is now 
occurring – as a destination space

Museums often return only 5-10% 
of costs through customer 
payments

Competition has grown enormously with other 
forms of entertainment

Despite digital innovation, most visits are still 
traditional ‘passive’ encounters

But each time a customer visits a museum it is a 
new

Better to keep customers than 
constantly seek new ones

Customer behaviour changes when 
life changes: birth, death, work etc

European Journal of 
Marketing

Date: 2000, 34 
3/4

Page: 261-78

Aim for mindfulness not mindlessness

Three frameworks: exhibit; visitor (shopper); setting (holistic)

From user observation, saw that multifaceted exhibits 
stimulated more users

Aim for: mindful activity, involvement and engagement, inner 
reflection and imagination, a variety of stimulus that leads to 
a whole, authenticity

Museums have an elitist consumer 
psychology – customers go to say 
they’ve gone

Can become infotainment if you’re 
not careful

Make it deeper than an amusement park – allow 
customers to reflect and learn, not just experience 
or consume

Consider: cultural identification, theme and story, 
conversation and story building, social interaction

Avoid crowding
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Funding Journal of Economic 
History

46/3, Pg 757-68

1986

Can argue that 0 cost is most appropriate to enable museum 
to fulfil function

Must manage entry cost effectively 
if museum is going to function as an 
equal access educational site

Research and identify different type of revenue 
models for museums

User pays vs public\community good

Journal of the social and 
statistical society of 
Ireland

Date: 1994

Page: 125-53

Functions: collecting, preserving, displaying, educating, 
research, access, 

To fulfil purpose public access and education are essential

Needs to be high level of access to collection

Most museums have a donation 
box

Can consider tiers of entry: free for 
kids etc

To fulfil purpose public access and education are 
essential

Needs to be high level of access to collection

All residents should have equal access

About 25% of residents will visit 
museum

Museum Management 
and Curatorship

Date: 2012

Page: 1-15

Museum finances: challenges beyond economic crises

Risk that stakeholders demand too much of small museums: 
public programming, ed programmes, marketing, where 
there isn’t funding

Friends groups are useful for raising funds

Donors can be unpredictable

Strategies in sector to manage finance change include: : 
cutbacks, political lobbying, cost reductions, downsizing, debt 
reduction, commercialization, merchandizing

Museums need to know their economic dependencies

Prone to cuts in crises

But there are other greater 
economic dependencies (council 
etc)

Most Euro museums do not sell 
deaccessioned items for profit

Also affected by council 
bureaucracy (can’t roll over etc)

Entrance fees are sometimes prohibited

Councils prefer building over ongoing operational 
costs (see Te Hononga)

Makeup and changes to board and managers also 
has an effect on financial management

Main costs: personnel, facilities and 
assets, and activities 

Many funders including local 
authorities are demanding greater 
access to museums to maintain 
funding streams

Competition for funding is growing

Reliance on politicians and elected 
members

Sponsorship is affected by downturns

Lottery funding is often not affected

Need to act according to stakeholder 
interest to be sustainable

Earned income (entrance fees) can  
be key 

Governance Museological review Date: 2004

Page: 30-41

Governance models, roles and attributes, need to be skilled 
to deliver best outcome, and need holistic approach 

Different function than corporate board

Different models: stakeholder theory, stewardship theory, 
resource dependency theory

Attributes versus roles

Shortage of good museum 
governance

What does it make to think like a 
trustee

There isn’t a suitable prevailing 
model

Essentially two roles: performance and conformance

Mixture of: mission, strategy, officer liaison, 
community relations

Need a holistic approach, set of skills and roles, to 
sustain usefulness

Mix of strategic and hands on in 
smaller museums

Dependency on govt regulation/acts

Varia 2020, 17/1

Page: 45-68

Governance Effective governance is required to ensure that 
museum advocacy is effective

Changes in the past 30 years have 
meant reduction in number of 
curators, and thus the boards must 
be equipped to take up the role of 
government lobbying etc

Need a holistic approach, set of skills and roles, to 
sustain usefulness, aligned with the museums 
strategic vision and plan

Lack of skills and ability sourced 
locally in context of the museums 
location

Conference proceedings: 
Intercom conference 
Leadership in museums

Date: 2002 Governance models, small and effective wins, sustaining the 
museum is derived from board effectiveness 

Value of audit

Agree on a framework, be accountable and professional, be 
business like, or you won’t sustain

Meeting lots of community need 
can mean big board

Have committees with specialist 
tasks

Overall, small and effective is best

2000’s emphasis was on accountability, separating 
strategy from service delivery, market mechanisms, 
customer preferences, breaking down bureaucracy

Accounting practices need to be above board first 
and foremost

Otherwise business becomes unsustainable 
(examples of mis-practice)

Goldilocks board: just right size, age, 
makeup, skills

Can create an executive board to 
make decisions if size of bard is too 
big

Risk is us and them
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Funding Journal of Economic 
History

46/3, Pg 757-68

1986

Can argue that 0 cost is most appropriate to enable museum 
to fulfil function

Must manage entry cost effectively 
if museum is going to function as an 
equal access educational site

Research and identify different type of revenue 
models for museums

User pays vs public\community good

Journal of the social and 
statistical society of 
Ireland

Date: 1994

Page: 125-53

Functions: collecting, preserving, displaying, educating, 
research, access, 

To fulfil purpose public access and education are essential

Needs to be high level of access to collection

Most museums have a donation 
box

Can consider tiers of entry: free for 
kids etc

To fulfil purpose public access and education are 
essential

Needs to be high level of access to collection

All residents should have equal access

About 25% of residents will visit 
museum

Museum Management 
and Curatorship

Date: 2012

Page: 1-15

Museum finances: challenges beyond economic crises

Risk that stakeholders demand too much of small museums: 
public programming, ed programmes, marketing, where 
there isn’t funding

Friends groups are useful for raising funds

Donors can be unpredictable

Strategies in sector to manage finance change include: : 
cutbacks, political lobbying, cost reductions, downsizing, debt 
reduction, commercialization, merchandizing

Museums need to know their economic dependencies

Prone to cuts in crises

But there are other greater 
economic dependencies (council 
etc)

Most Euro museums do not sell 
deaccessioned items for profit

Also affected by council 
bureaucracy (can’t roll over etc)

Entrance fees are sometimes prohibited

Councils prefer building over ongoing operational 
costs (see Te Hononga)

Makeup and changes to board and managers also 
has an effect on financial management

Main costs: personnel, facilities and 
assets, and activities 

Many funders including local 
authorities are demanding greater 
access to museums to maintain 
funding streams

Competition for funding is growing

Reliance on politicians and elected 
members

Sponsorship is affected by downturns

Lottery funding is often not affected

Need to act according to stakeholder 
interest to be sustainable

Earned income (entrance fees) can  
be key 

Governance Museological review Date: 2004

Page: 30-41

Governance models, roles and attributes, need to be skilled 
to deliver best outcome, and need holistic approach 

Different function than corporate board

Different models: stakeholder theory, stewardship theory, 
resource dependency theory

Attributes versus roles

Shortage of good museum 
governance

What does it make to think like a 
trustee

There isn’t a suitable prevailing 
model

Essentially two roles: performance and conformance

Mixture of: mission, strategy, officer liaison, 
community relations

Need a holistic approach, set of skills and roles, to 
sustain usefulness

Mix of strategic and hands on in 
smaller museums

Dependency on govt regulation/acts

Varia 2020, 17/1

Page: 45-68

Governance Effective governance is required to ensure that 
museum advocacy is effective

Changes in the past 30 years have 
meant reduction in number of 
curators, and thus the boards must 
be equipped to take up the role of 
government lobbying etc

Need a holistic approach, set of skills and roles, to 
sustain usefulness, aligned with the museums 
strategic vision and plan

Lack of skills and ability sourced 
locally in context of the museums 
location

Conference proceedings: 
Intercom conference 
Leadership in museums

Date: 2002 Governance models, small and effective wins, sustaining the 
museum is derived from board effectiveness 

Value of audit

Agree on a framework, be accountable and professional, be 
business like, or you won’t sustain

Meeting lots of community need 
can mean big board

Have committees with specialist 
tasks

Overall, small and effective is best

2000’s emphasis was on accountability, separating 
strategy from service delivery, market mechanisms, 
customer preferences, breaking down bureaucracy

Accounting practices need to be above board first 
and foremost

Otherwise business becomes unsustainable 
(examples of mis-practice)

Goldilocks board: just right size, age, 
makeup, skills

Can create an executive board to 
make decisions if size of bard is too 
big

Risk is us and them
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Covid Wilken Consulting April 2020 WHEN WILL AUDIENCES BE READY TO RETURN TO 
MUSEUMS? AND WHAT WILL HELP THEM FEEL SAFE AND 
COMFORTABLE?

The general consensus is that zoos, 
gardens, and outdoor historic 
spaces will likely welcome back 
more visitors, and sooner, than 
indoor museums. Additionally, 
“hands-off” museums will fare 
better than interactive ones.

Most museum-goers expect to see a new standard 
of basic precautions to feel safe and comfortable.

Audience wants to continue to engage with the 
museum through multi-online channels fbpage, 
Instagram, website, youtube channel. 

Visitors also want to see what you are 
doing to keep them, and your staff, 
safe so they can have confidence in 
visiting and know what to expect. 
They are demanding transparency 
prior to deciding to visit (e.g., post it 
prominently on your website) as well 
as during visits

Museums Aotearoa April 2020 Museums in the time of coronavirus

Rethink now how you deliver your services

But over 30% of museums report a lack of digital and online 
capacity, both skills and equipment. Some are not able to 
proceed with much-needed digital projects. 

Of museums with paid staff, 60% have or are considering 
increasing their online learning programmes, and 54% have 
or are considering increasing online exhibitions. 

Programming and future plans The 
domino effect on programming is 
only just being considered.

This will apply particularly to touring exhibitions, but 
also to other kinds of museum activities.

Some respondents were undertaking 
capital projects, including earthquake 
strengthening. There is widespread 
fear that there will be no funding 
available to continue these.

Te Papa August 2020 Museum Hardship Fund - The Museum Hardship Fund grants 
will support the protection of collections, enable ongoing 
access to those collections, contribute to the protection of 
jobs, and contribute to the continued viability of museums, 
galleries, and iwi, hapū, and whānau groups caring for 
taonga.

development of a strategy to 
enhance and reach new audiences 
development of an educational 
strategy and resources review of 
governance structure review of 
target audiences and the 
development of a refreshed offer to 
maximise impact and visitation.

Sustainable practice – funding can also be applied 
towards work that seeks to address organisational 
and or financial sustainability, such as:the 
development of a planning and policy documents 
for more effective and efficient museum operations 
a strategic review to reset organisational 
arrangements for a post-Covid-19 context. 
Development of promotion and marketing strategy 
and materials review of your current online offer

Museums don’t review their future 
plans to test if they are resilient or not 
during Covid
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Focus Who\source Currency Trends Watch out for Opportunities Issues

Covid Wilken Consulting April 2020 WHEN WILL AUDIENCES BE READY TO RETURN TO 
MUSEUMS? AND WHAT WILL HELP THEM FEEL SAFE AND 
COMFORTABLE?

The general consensus is that zoos, 
gardens, and outdoor historic 
spaces will likely welcome back 
more visitors, and sooner, than 
indoor museums. Additionally, 
“hands-off” museums will fare 
better than interactive ones.

Most museum-goers expect to see a new standard 
of basic precautions to feel safe and comfortable.

Audience wants to continue to engage with the 
museum through multi-online channels fbpage, 
Instagram, website, youtube channel. 

Visitors also want to see what you are 
doing to keep them, and your staff, 
safe so they can have confidence in 
visiting and know what to expect. 
They are demanding transparency 
prior to deciding to visit (e.g., post it 
prominently on your website) as well 
as during visits

Museums Aotearoa April 2020 Museums in the time of coronavirus

Rethink now how you deliver your services

But over 30% of museums report a lack of digital and online 
capacity, both skills and equipment. Some are not able to 
proceed with much-needed digital projects. 

Of museums with paid staff, 60% have or are considering 
increasing their online learning programmes, and 54% have 
or are considering increasing online exhibitions. 

Programming and future plans The 
domino effect on programming is 
only just being considered.

This will apply particularly to touring exhibitions, but 
also to other kinds of museum activities.

Some respondents were undertaking 
capital projects, including earthquake 
strengthening. There is widespread 
fear that there will be no funding 
available to continue these.

Te Papa August 2020 Museum Hardship Fund - The Museum Hardship Fund grants 
will support the protection of collections, enable ongoing 
access to those collections, contribute to the protection of 
jobs, and contribute to the continued viability of museums, 
galleries, and iwi, hapū, and whānau groups caring for 
taonga.

development of a strategy to 
enhance and reach new audiences 
development of an educational 
strategy and resources review of 
governance structure review of 
target audiences and the 
development of a refreshed offer to 
maximise impact and visitation.

Sustainable practice – funding can also be applied 
towards work that seeks to address organisational 
and or financial sustainability, such as:the 
development of a planning and policy documents 
for more effective and efficient museum operations 
a strategic review to reset organisational 
arrangements for a post-Covid-19 context. 
Development of promotion and marketing strategy 
and materials review of your current online offer

Museums don’t review their future 
plans to test if they are resilient or not 
during Covid
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Glossary
Mission statement:  
The mission statement is an overarching, timeless expression of your purpose and aspiration, addressing 
both what you seek to accomplish and the manner in which the organization seeks to accomplish it. It’s a 
declaration of why you exist as an organization.

Vision statement:  
This short, concise statement of the organization’s future answers the question of what the company will 
look like in five or more years.

Values statement or guiding principles:  
These statements are enduring, passionate, and distinctive core beliefs. They’re guiding principles that never 
change and are part of your strategic foundation.

SWOT:  
A SWOT is a summarized view of your current position, specifically your strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats.

Competitive advantage:  
Your competitive advantage includes what you’re best at compared to the competition.

Long-term strategic objectives:  
These long-term strategic focus areas span a three-year (or more) time horizon. They answer the question of 
what you must focus on to achieve your vision.

Strategies:  
Strategies are the general, umbrella methods you intend to use to reach your vision.

Short-term goals/priorities/initiatives:  
These items convert the strategic objectives into specific performance targets that fall within the one- to 
two-year time horizon. They state what, when, and who and are measurable.

Action items/plans:  
These specific statements explain how a goal will be accomplished. They’re the areas that move the strategy 
to operations and are generally executed by teams or individuals within one to two years.

Scorecard:  
You use a scorecard to report the data of your key performance indicators (KPIs) and track your 
performance against the monthly targets.
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Brief History of the Museum at Te Ahu

The Museum at Te Ahu in Kaitaia, formerly the Far North Regional Museum was established in 1969 with the 
purpose of collecting and preserving treasures relating to the history of the Far North. 

The Museum is owned by the Far North District Council and under a Memorandum of Understanding; it is 
administered with guidance by the Far North Regional Museum Trust. 

In 2006, the concept of bringing all Far North District Council amenities under one roof was envisaged. The new 
community centre, named Te Ahu, was completed in 2011 -incorporating the i-Site Visitor Centre, Library, 
Cinema, Café, Auditorium, Council Service Centre and the Museum @ Te Ahu.

The museum consists of an exhibition space, research library and archive, and collection storage onsite and 
offsite. 

The museum is staffed by a full-time curator/manager, and museum assistant - assisted by an enthusiastic 
team of four volunteers.

Icoms Definition of a Museum

Museums Aotearoa Te Tari o Ngā Whare Taonga o Te Motu, The Museums of New Zealand Inc, recognises the 
2007 International Council of Museums (ICOM) definition of a museum as a foundation statement: 

A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to 
the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible 
heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.
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Museum at Te Ahu  
Strategy Meeting
Results of Engaging Communities 
11 November 2020 
Te Ahu Centre

 

RAW DATA 

Session One: Your Museum Story 
Your museum memory

Before the workshop we’d like you to give some thought to a personal ‘museum memory’. Something that 
comes to mind as representative of why you think museums are important, it can be anything, a small object 
that was significant to you at the time, a conversation you had with the people you visited with, a story you 
were told or a connection. It can be from any museum, in NZ or overseas, it can be from your childhood or it 
could have been last week. It could even be more than one story but the main thing is it is significant to you 
and you’d be happy to talk about it to the others in the workshop. 

Participants were seated in like-minded groups for this session:

Team name Groupings Description
Kikorangi Education Teachers & adult students 

(age 45-65, 97% women)

Whero Far North District Council librarians, strategy, customer services, community 
development  
(age 35 – 50s, 100% women)

Papura Iwi Te Rarawa, Ngati Kahu, Ngati Kuri, Te Aupouri, Ngai Takato  
(45 -60s, 97% women)

Kakariki Local museums Waitangi, Russell museum, researchers(users) 
 (age 35 – 60s, 97% women)

Kowhai Museum Trust Current and previous trustees 
(over 50s, 94% women)

Group: Kowhai- notes and verbatim during presentations

• We are invited to step outside our own lives and are presented with “otherness”.

• Reverence(awe) for how others deal with life

• Atmosphere – lighting and appreciated how they present different stories made me appreciate the 
objects more

• “When I visited the Auckland museum, it was dark, mysterious and intriguing – I could feel the 
mystery and I was on an adventure, exploring the different rooms”

• -Suspension of time, or stepping out into another time and getting lost with all this stuff like old 
manuscripts recording life of those times.

• WOW – clever art, Mangawhai – independence, Lawrence – tents goldminers, Te Papa = WW1 each 
has a point of difference. 
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Group: Papura- notes and verbatim during presentations

•  “To see artefacts that had been restored and preserved was overwhelming, to take a look at the past 
was exciting and interesting.”

• “Feeling disgusted and disappointed when walking into Whangaroa museum after the revamp and 
being greeted by the “The Boyd” incident with only one point of view being told, and anything written 
about Maori was in a derogatory” Are stories or our side of the story is not being told.”

• Was saddened to see the history of the indigenous aboriginal people, in many ways we share that 
colonial grief too. – Enjoyed the different sections of the Brisbane Museum.

• Stepping into the colonial village at Auckland Museum was wonderful, dark and mysterious like 
stepping into a time machine, not too many words to explain things but then as a 7 year old it go me 
thinking, wow is this how they lived? Life seemed simple but not bad, humble but not bad. And, I was 
allowed to look around the different shops exploring it in my own time, not being rushed out.

• What stories are being told, I didn’t feel part of them. Maori stories are told by anthropologists like we 
are an object, hey we are people who still live here! We haven’t died off – yet. Yeah, so who’s telling the 
story matters! 

Group: Kikorangi- notes and verbatim during presentations

• First time, I felt terrible like I was intruding upon someone else’s personal and private lives. I felt like I 
should have been welcomed by karanga, to give a rites of passage to enter into, like that of the marae 
– like I needed a karakia, waiata, mihi so that I wasn’t an intruder but someone who could be part of 
the space.

• My first connection to a museum according to me as young child was taonga of my whanau, it was 
special and sacred time, we weren’t made to feel scared with them but we were tutu so the taonga 
was moved to another uncle of ours to look after them.

• The power of objects to hold history and transcend time. Objects capture whakapapa.

• Awe struck by all the objects especially taonga Maori, I was able to feel pride for our peoples skills in 
weaving and carving.

• I was 4 years old when our family visited the Auckland Museum, I remember feeling strange like I was 
in another world – other world, not one I recognised. I also felt disconnected, cold and untouchable 
world where I couldn’t anything, just to view, look at them.

• Our school visited the Auckland Museum the thing that struck me, was the mummy. I was afraid a 
little. It made me feel strange but still curious.

• Taonga has mauri that’s why we get the “feels” but it’s behind glass so I feel a little bit disconnected 
from everything on display, I want to have connection with taonga more than looking at them. 

Group: Whero- Council notes and verbatim during presentations

• I’ve always loved museums since visiting the Napier Museum with my best friend when I was 8. I felt 
excited and totally captured by the earthquake exhibit, a mix of different objects and photographs I 
was taken back to that time. 

• I was 9 years old and we visited Te Papa loved the kids area because we could interact with stuff, one 
activity made me feel important because it connect to me and my identity – the pepeha activity. 

• Natural museum in London, being in awe of the size of the museum and stories held in one place, 
spending hours just wondering. 

• 11 year old with my father in the natural history museum, dinosaurs, blue whales and wanting to 
unwrap the mummies. 

• Visiting Te Maori exhibition, I was 4 years old Uenuku especially made a huge impression on me – it 
felt supernatural. And their was a lot of emotions, I saw kuia and kaumatua crying – I felt I was part of 
something really special. 

• Visited Te Papa, and the Maori village appreciation for how life was on the Pa it made me feel 
emotional – all mixed emotions.  
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Group: Kakariki- notes and verbatim during presentations

• Sense of connection with the things are living

• Learning is living

• The emotions it brought up – it wasn’t just about reading history, experiencing it

• Visited the natural history and science museum, a father, daughter trip and then entrance of the 
museum was amazing then up the stairs to the dinosaurs like woah. Played for hours in the 
museum, put finger in and out got electric shock.

• Connection between people, places, object, story and emotion.

Session two: Museum at Te Ahu

Participants were then numbered out and mixed together to answer the questions relating specifically to 
the Museum at Te Ahu. Earlier, participants were invited to visit the museum prior to starting the 
workshops.

Group one: What do you value about the museum?

• Free – no admission fee

• Archives, ability to have research done – there’s a service

• Amazing staff – they are taonga!

• Collections – they feel well cared for

• That we have a museum – and it’s new!

• The name is relevant to the history of the area

• Accessible location connected and incorporated facilities – library, cinema, sports hub

• It’s safe!

• Great potential, positive look

• Dynamic

• Celebration of all those came to live here

• Acknowledging different types of knowledge

Group two: What can the museum do more of?

• Special hands on sessions

• Get story tellers in person (not digital!)

• Stories told in different languages

• Verbal commentary 

• Tours associated with historic places in the region, not necessarily run by the museum, business 
partnership

• Marketing – does anyone know where you are? Promote research, archives and offsite collections

• More contemporary look – topical or what is happening now

• Education – Pioneer house as an educational base for classes and individuals

• Rangatahi – how do we bring in their stories

• More physical space

• More public programming

• Heroes displays

• Improved labelling

• Where is the digital stuff?

• Flow of the displays are not flowing, discordant 
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Group three: How do you want to engage with the museum?

• Mobile\Outreach – acts as a teaser to draw people in

• Social media channels- what happens when the museum is closed, but we want to engage online, do 
an online exhibition, or programmes online, something more, even been able to book a visit into the 
museum online 

• Upskilling having museum programmes that help whanau look after their taonga

• Engage with local environment and agencies to make it happen

• Inclusiveness with communities – share the power of telling stories with locals and community

Group Four: What is missing?

• Digital anything – what’s at the museum is out-of-date technology, digital to bring movement to a 
very static space, experimental stuff for kids to play with

• Interactive and detailed engagement

• Audio commentary - bilingual

• Friends of Te Ahu – individuals and communities want to engage and contribute

• Preservation workshops – share expertise

• Activities for kids

• People \staff presence

• Museum needs it’s own entrance, better entrance point not under the stairs 

• Events and live demonstrations

• Good promotion and marketing

• Collaborate more with other museums no need to compete with anyone

• Knowing who you are, and who you serve? Identity

• Museum retail space

• Connection to the pou and people represented in the atrium spaces

• Public programming

• More staff and volunteers – older generation, to tell a good old story

• Outdoor exhibitions

• Pop up museum – in Kerikeri or Kaikohe, museum in a box, travelling exhibitions

• Space to have art exhibitions

• Better temporary display space for rotating exhibitions

• Get youth involved with the museum – volunteering, collecting artefacts, going out on digs

All participants: Any final comments?

• Thanks for letting us be part of this

• Feel like we are adding to the future of the museum

• There is a lot to be done, but you need the resourcing to do it all

• It can be done, with planning

• There is room and land to grow the museum, so grow our stories and get communities really 
involved in the space

• Be proud to show who we are in the Far North.

• Yes, the museum is regional and should stay that way

• Really good to acknowledge the past, exciting future ahead

• It’s important to share power, authority of the stories and taonga being display and housed here

• So much potential here!
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Appendices

District vision, mission and values
Vision 
He Whenua Rangatira - A District of Sustainable  
Prosperity and Well-Being.

Mission 
Creating great places, supporting our people.

Our values - tikanga
• Manawatopu:  Unity of purpose and working together

• Kaitiakitanga:  Environmental stewardship and sustainability

• Mana tangata:  Respect and fairness

• Te Tiriti o Waitangi:  Partnership

• Tu tangata:  Strong cultural identities

• Whanaungatanga:  Family, community , connecting and sharing

Tumanako - Our expectations
• He wahi ataahua:  Valuing the outstanding beauty of our District

• He waka hourua:  Fit-for-purpose infrastructure underpinning success

• Kokiri tahi:  Empowered communities working collaboratively

• Oranga taiao, oranga tangata:  Nurturing the environment so it nourishes us

• Oranga kainga:  A thriving, sustainable local economy

• Mana i te whenua:  The role of tangata whenua is valued and respected

• Te ira tangata:  Rich heritage and diversity respected and celebrated

• Tangata whai ora:  Happy, healthy, safe and purposeful people

• Whanau:  A great place for our families to flourish 

Community outcomes
• Communities that are healthy, safe, connected and sustainable

• Connected and engaged communities prepared for the unexpected

• Proud, vibrant communities

• Prosperous communities supported by a sustainable economy

• A wisely-managed and treasured environment that recognises the special role of tangata whenua as 
kaitiaki 

Strategic priorities
• Better data and information

• Affordable core infrastructure

• Improved Council capabilities and performance

• Address affordability

• Civic leadership and advocacy

• Empowering communities 
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